
Night time in Arawa 

Night comes quickly in the tropics with little twilight. Often thick clouds spilling 
off the mountain ranges not far to the West and South of us extend it by 
shading the sun, so that it is often too dark to read from about 5.15pm. We 
haven’t seen too many very colourful sunsets or sunrises but usually there is 
a bit of red in the sky for a short time.  

Night times are usually pretty noisy in Arawa. For a start there is the 
background of crickets, cicada and the funny chirps of the geckos that scurry 
around on the mosquito screens over the windows, chasing the insects 
attracted to the lights in the house, as well as scurrying over the ceilings, 
chasing anything that gets through, in particular the small flies and midges 
that are small enough to. Fortunately the flies and midges don’t bite but can 
be a bit of a nuisance buzzing around you, especially against bare flesh.  
Later this noise is joined by the call of the odd night bird, and the raucous 
cackles of what I believe are large fruit bats. King nocturnal noisemakers of 
the animal kingdom are the frogs with their “rrok-rrok” symphonies that echo 
around the valley, rising at some point in the night to a mighty crescendo of 
animal ardour that is beyond speech interference levels, before gradually  
dying away.( Maybe it’s just exhaustion or that they have manage to sort out 
their lady-loves and  hop happily away to a secluded muddy glade for a bit of 
romantic (but quiet) spawning!) 

There aren’t many dogs around but there are some - mangy mutts with 
festering ears that, given the right encouragement, start up a chorus of yips 
and yowls around the town until someone is sufficiently aroused to throw 
sufficient stones or the like to discourage them.  

The local strutting cock’s crowing features pretty low on the noise scales… 

Now to man…… Apart from the kid across the road who frequently bellows a 
full blast persistent screech at what appears to be the slightest provocation, 
we have…….. 

1) Generators 

Not all houses have electricity – some of our neighbours have to make do with 
torches, candles and whatever light the cooking fire, lit in a shelter just outside 
the footprint of the house, provides. (houses here are on stilts and many of 
the locals spend most of their time in the shade below, especially during the 
heat of the day) Others have an assortment of generators that provide a 
constant background hum (or roar depending on their size and location) until 
the occupants go to bed or the fuel runs out. We have electricity provided to 
VSA by the local women’s centre  (for a price of course) from approximately 
5.30pm to about 10.30pm, and again in the morning from about 9.00am to 
12.30 approx. I suspect that what’s on TV might have a bearing on the 
evening switch off times – there is one rather grainy local channel relayed 
from Port Moresby I believe – but we don’t have a TV. One of our immediate 
neighbours does appear to have it and their small petrol generator seems only 
there to provide the power to it. Our power is reasonably reliable but has been 



known to cut out unexpectedly and we use surge protectors to protect 
sensitive electronic equipment against fluctuating voltage.  

There would appear to be a good chance that PNG power is moving back into 
town, restoring the battered network, installing a couple of large diesel 
generators and firing up 24 hr power supply supposedly from September – but 
I suspect we might be lucky to see it before Christmas. Anyway house 
supplies will be through pre-pay meters, so there won’t be any arguments 
over unpaid bills, which seem a real problem in this part of the world. The 
main generators will be away from the residential areas so that will hopefully 
see an end to most of the noisy small local generators. There is apparently a 
good hydro site in the hills behind town so maybe it wont be too long before 
the expensive and polluting mains generators are relegated to providing back-
up duties only. 

2) Parties 

Friday night is unofficially party night. Apparently during the Crisis – the war 
that saw the end of the giant Bougainville Copper Mine and autonomy from 
PNG for Bougainville - an unknown Australian “gentleman” instructed the 
locals on how to make a potent brew from pineapples fermented with yeast. 
This is known as JJ (Jungle Juice -also mentioned in an earlier posting), and 
things haven’t been the same since. Friday night is supposed to be when it all 
happens but with bored youth (and older) Friday night seems to start 
sometime Thursday afternoon and stretch to Sunday for some. Boom boxes 
can be blaring and partying occurring all hours of the day and night – 
especially when the moon is full – remember there are no street lights and 
with limited house lights dark evenings can be pretty boring. In fact when the 
moon is bright it is hard to distinguish between the traffic past our house from 
that in the day. The evenings are cooler than the day so sensibly people 
conduct their activities then, especially when there is light. J.J. has apparently 
led to a significant increase in domestic violence and other assaults, although 
we have never been threatened.  

Our house walls are made from gloss painted asbestos cement panels and 
with large louvre windows on all sides - designed to capture every breeze. It 
can be quite disconcerting to hear the neighbours apparently bustling around 
the other end of our house. Every noise seems to be magnified as it echoes 
around the hard walls and it is hard to tell where it comes from. 

3) PMVs and other vehicles 

You may recollect PMVs in an earlier posting. They are the Toyota 
Landcruisers that travel between Arawa and Buka daily (3-4 hrs each way) 
ferrying passengers. To achieve the round trip before afternoon rains flood the 
river crossings, they start collecting people around 3.00am. Collecting you 
means to park outside your door and repeatedly toot the horn- pretty good for 
you if you’re being collected but not too good for the others in the house and 
the rest of the street. On most nights except Sunday, when they do not run, 
someone seems to be collected within earshot, so PMV’s are a regular nightly 
“serenade”.  Other vehicles seem to drive up and down our street at all sorts 



of hours – often from the noise of the antics the occupants are clearly 
inebriated and don’t care bout the effects on neighbours’ sleep! 

4) Phonecalls 

The call number blocked phone calls in the middle of the night are the pits. 
Rosemary received a few of these early on – some creep dialing random 
numbers and noting any females that responded– I put a stop to that series by 
answering for her, but others still appear from time to time – clearly random 
number dialing – now we just ignore any PNG calls when we don’t recognise 
the caller. These could originate anywhere in PNG but there doesn’t appear to 
be any opportunity to report them to get them shut down. Another trick is to 
send you a text with instructions to type in the code that transfers credit from 
your phone to theirs – someone must fall for it or the creeps wouldn’t try it.  

5) Sharing  

We seem to share our drinking water (collected in an outside tank off the roof) 
with some of our neighbours who don’t have their own tank, and they feel at 
ease to come and collect it at all hours of the day or night. Fortunately despite 
its patched leaks (apparently sustained during the Crisis) there seems to be 
enough for everyone (it rains quite often) and they are discreet when they 
come. Our landlady, who lives a few houses away, sees nothing strange in 
having her own garden patch in our garden but she lost a few goodies before 
we realised it wasn’t left for our benefit by the previous occupier.  Some of her 
produce might just end up in our cooking pot from time to time too (our rental- 
you see). Fortunately she is also quiet when she comes visiting her patch and 
as far as we know she doesn’t come at night. 

6) Sleeping 

Sleeping (it is possible – one does eventually develop some immunity to the 
noise) is an activity carried out with a minimum of covers – none for me most 
of the time and a sheet or duvet cover for Rosie. The temperature rarely drops 
below 250c and as the daytime temperatures drop the humidity rises, 
sometimes into the 90s. (quite logical if you think about it – essentially the  
amount of moisture in the air remains the same – unless it rains - but the 
lower temperature means that the air has less capacity to hold moisture 
(100% moisture level drops) so the relative humidity rises.) 

 I might occasionally pull up a sheet for an hour or two in the early hours, but 
for the most, it’s as little as possible. It’s too hot to lie against each other so 
we take great pains to keep our distance –not very romantic! I can only 
conclude that the mating instinct must be very strong among the locals to 
overcome the discomforts associated with close contact in a hot steamy 
environment, because there are lots of kids around! (apparently another 
feature of a post war community) 

Mosquitos haven’t been evident in great numbers, which is surprising, 
considering the warm and wet conditions. Our house has mosquito screens 
on all windows, and we make a point of keeping the outside doors closed as 
evening approaches. I guess the elevation of the house –up on stilts at about 



normal second storey level – helps. We still take our prophylactics every 
morning and spray our legs with foul smelling repellent when we go out, but 
haven’t had to use our mosquito net over our bed yet, which is a great relief 
as it would damp out any cooling breeze.  

7) Waking 

We are usually up at 5.15 am to exercise (walk or cycle) in the cool twilight 
before the sun comes up (from about 6.00am but usually later because of 
cloud cover). We have several routes but the choice is limited because of 
access problems. Our favourite is to walk down to the main East/West road 
and along it towards the East. There is a stretch of beach we can walk along 
(don’t stop or the sandflies eat you alive) and a hill, which is good for making 
the heart pump. We walk for about an hour most mornings. This means that 
we are usually ready for bed at about 9.00pm too, so it’s quite a change in 
lifestyle! Who would have imagined Rosie up and about at 5.30am – 
especially her! 

There you have it – Arawa nights are generally noisy- but then again there are 
times when you can hear the shore break onto the beach about 2km 
away…….. 

 

  


